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priusque<te> quis, te being an emendatory
insertion from a grammatical scribe. We
cannot justify priu8...quam quis here as at
Plaut. Men. 846 where priusquam...quid is
equivalent to ne quid.

I have now gone through all the cases of
quis as a random substitute for aliquis,
so far as I can trace them up in any books
accessible to me. Every one of them is
either capable of a syntactical interpretation
that correlates it with the employment of
quis as a regular substitute for aliquis, or

has a textual environment which would
have let ali- fall away easily by haplography.
Under these circumstances it seems to me
that every such alleged use of quis must be
subjected to an examination for itself; and
in Plautus and Terence, for whom I have
given above what are presumably all the
occurrences, the evidence seems to me to
permit us to deny any such usage [of quis
altogether.

EDWIN W. FAY.
Lexington, Va.

NOTE ON A CAMBRIDGE MANUSCRIPT OF THE DE SUBLIMITATE.

THE Cambridge University Library pos-
sesses a manuscript of the Be Sublimitate
which has often excited the interest of
foreign scholars. There has, in fact, been
some disposition, both at home and abroad, to
hint that the manuscript is an insufficiently
prized treasure. Early in the century
Benjamin Weiske, in his edition of the
treatise, expressed the view that an accurate
collation of the entire codex was to be
desired ; and his opinion has been echoed by
subsequent editors, such as Spurdens,
Vaucher, and Pujol. No report on the
manuscript has, I believe, hitherto been
published in response to these suggestions.
I venture, therefore, to print a few memor-
anda recently made at Cambridge.

The general result of an examination of
the manuscript is, I fear, disappointing.
The Codex Cantabrigiensis—or Codex Elien-
sis, as it is more usually called—is very
late. I t is an Italian manuscript, belonging
probably to the early part of the sixteenth
century; the year 1530 A.D.might be named
as an approximate date for it. The reputa-
tion of late Italian manuscripts is well
known; and in the present instance all late
manuscripts suffer from the inevitable com-
parison with the early and excellent Codex
Parisinus (P 2036) of the De Sublimitate.

The cases in which Cod. El. presents
a better reading than P 2036 are so rare that,
when they do occur, they may pretty safely
be regarded as corrections of a more or less
obvious sort. In xxvii. 1, for example,
Cod. El. has wpcirovo-av where P gives rpi-
7rououv. The former reading is clearly pre-
ferable, and it now stands in the best con-
tinental editions. But there is, neither here
nor elsewhere, anything to lead us to suppose
that El. is not derived, ultimately, from P.

At the same time it is only proper that El.,
here as elsewhere, should receive any credit
to which it is entitled. Iahn-Vahlen and
Spengel-Hammer in their critical editions,
and Rothstein in Hermes xxii. 544, attribute
the reading irpiirowrav to Robortello, not
knowing (in the absence of the collation
desiderated by Weiske) that any manuscript
authority for it exists. Similarly in iii. 4
Iahn-Vahlen report poirucov as the reading
of P, and rpoTriKov as the reading of the
remaining manuscripts. As a matter of
fact, Cod. El. coincides here with P, as also
in vii. 2 (avdifhipa), in ii. 2 (irapopia-ai), and
in many other instances.

Another case in which Iahn-Vahlen
ascribe a reading to Robortello will be found
in ix. 9. The late form flw/ioSdn/s, which
Robortello there gives in place of Ota-fioOir^i,
is however found in El. In view of this
and similar, points of resemblance there
seems some probability in the suggestion
Dr. Rendel Harris makes to me that El.
may have supplied the groundwork of the
editio princeps published by Robortello at
Basle in 1554. In xxii. 4 it is interesting
to note that, in El., av^r/cnv has been
changed, by the scribe himself I think, into
avfrja-iv. Rothstein (Hermes xxii. 537),
together with Iahn-Vahlen and Spengel-
Hammer, regards avfrpriv as a conjecture of
Robortello's ; and so it may have been if we
may imagine that Robortello himself intro-
duced the alteration into El., or that it was
made at a later time from his edition. Of
course we must not exclude the further possi-
bility that. El. is of an even later date than
that above suggested. If so, it might be a
transcript, instead of being the original, of
Robortello's edition. But if it is a transcript,
it is certainly (as could easily be shown) not
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an exact transcript. On the whole, the proba-
bility appears to be that it had some share
in inspiring Robortello's text, which for
that of an editio princeps is surprisingly
good. Some of the references entered in
the margin of the manuscript seem to con-
nect it with Switzerland. For instance, in
x. 6 El. gives a marginal reference, for a
quotation from Aratus, to '137 in codice
Basiliensi,' where the number of the page
(137) corresponds with that of the edition
of Aratus published at Basle in 1536.
Again, in xix. 1 a similar reference is given,
for a passage from Xenophon, to ' 384, 1 in
Cod. Genev.,' where the page (384. 1)
corresponds with that of the edition of
Xenophon published (probably at Geneva)
by H. Stephanus in 1561. It is a much-
disputed question what Robortello's source
was, and the above considerations render it
possible that El. may. have contributed
something to a text which tallies exactly
neither with it nor with any other known
manuscript, and which may be to some
small extent the outcome of conjectural
emendation on the part of the editor
himself.

In the margin* of El. there are not only
references to authors, but also some Italian
notes, written in a neat and elegant hand,
apparently of a somewhat later date than
the MS. itself. As these notes are of some
interest and have not, as far as I am aware,
been previously printed, I give them here.
It will be seen that they seem to accord
with the edition of Manutius rather than
with that of Robortello. They all occur in
the latter half of the treatise. The first
(Cod. El. fol. 28 v.) refers to the long
passage quoted (xxxii. 5) from the Timaeus
of Plato: tutto quesio 8 confusamente preso
da Platmie. The criticism thus conveyed is
just; the citation is a loose one. The
second (fol. 31 v.) relates to the words TO yi
TOI 7rcpl <bpvv7]% (<ppirylr]S P) rj 'A&qvoyivovs
Xoyi'Siov itrtxtiprjcras ypdtptiv ?Tt /xSXXov av
"Yirtpi8i;v crweoTTjo-ev (xxxiv. 3) : tvito quesio
dubito che sia stato trasportato dal margine
nel testo, et che sia gindicio di qualch' uno
che biasima Longino, perchd da tante lodi a
Hyperide. The relevance of this remark is
not obvious, but Manutius acts in the spirit
of it when he omits the suspected words
from his edition. Robortello, on the other
hand has them. The third note (fol. 37 r.)
runs: in Herodoto non si leggono cost con-
tinuate queste parole. The words in question
are those quoted from Herodotus in Be Subl.
xliii. 1. They are taken, as the note implies,
from separate passages of Herodotus (vii.

188, vii. 191). The last note (fol. 40 v,)
is : qui manca perauentura qualche voce sig-
nificante altro uitio che seguita le gran
ricchezze, et poi uien dietro Kal aXXa.
There certainly appears to be some slight
lacuna in the passage, though opinions may
differ as to what it is and where it comes.
Both Robortello and Manutius retain aXXa,
which later editors, beginning with Pearce,
have mostly altered into a/m*

These are all the Italian notes. A word
may be added as to the general relation of
Manutius' text (as given in his edition) to
that of the Codex Eliensis. There is no
close conformity between them. Sometimes
{e.g. ii . 1 <py)(Ti, iii. 1 KtKpaya ir<o, ill. 4
IxrproTe) the manuscript gives the better
reading; at other times (e.g. ii. 2 SeiXorepa,
ii. 2 ToX.fn.ri, ii. 2 8tl yap aurois K.T.X., iii. 1
KaravOpaKUKrofMi, iii. 3 8v<T<f>v\a.KTaraTov) t h e
edition. In ii. 1 <jyq<ri (singular) originally
stood in EL, but it has been altered into
<f>aur£. It may be added that the better
readings of Manutius are often found in the
margin of El.

The relation of El. not only to Manutius'
text and that of Robortello, but to P 2036
and other MSS., might well be illustrated
by a passage in i. 2, 3, where the correct
text in all probability is: avros 8' 17/tav,
iraipf, ra iirl fUpovs, <us iretjiVKas Kal KaO-qKO,
trweiriKpiveis a\i)OeaTa.ra' «5 yap 8ij 6 iiro-
<pr]vdfifvos, ri Otot% 5/J.OIOV I^o/itv, ' ivepyiariav'
cwras ' Kal akyOtiav.' ypd<j>u>v 8c rrpbi <ri,
^iXrare, rbv mxiStias iirurrruwva, ffxtSov
dm/XXay/xat K.T.X. In this passage the best
readings are in all cases preserved by P 2036,

t

viz. irf(f>VKas (irc^vKour P) , l^o/itv, ciiras, and
<f>(X.raTt TOV. In the first case and the last,
El. and all the other MSS., together with
Sob. and Man., give irt<f>vKt and <p[\raTov.
In the remaining two cases El. resembles P
in presenting the better readings ixo/xtv and
e&ros (diri TOV thriv in marg. P), while all
the other MSS. give €\oi[uv and all (with
two exceptions) give tlirt, which reading
also appears in the. margin of El. (t<r. flirt).
Both Rob. and Man. have the better reading
€xo/*ev, and both have the worse reading
tlirt. The general conclusion to be drawn
from an examination of this and other
passages appears to be that, while El. cannot
claim to have any independent worth when
compared with P 2036, it is in some respects
superior to the remaining MSS. and to the
editions of Robortello and Manutius.

The text of the De Sublimitate presents
many points of special interest, with regard
to which it is natural to interrogate any
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unexamined manuscript. But if we look to
Cod. El. for fresh light in such matters, we
shall hardly find it. Its ascription of the
treatise is the traditional one, the name of
Longinus being found on one of the blank
leaves at its commencement. Nor is there
any variation from tradition in the form of
the names KCKIXIOV and $A(opevrtavc which
occur in the opening sentence. The usual
lacunae, again, are indicated in ii. 3, ix. 4,
xii. 2, xviii. 2, xxx. 2, xxxvii. The marginal
additions in El. are couched, as has already
been indicated, in Latin or Italian, while
Greek alternatives are introduced by the
customary contractions yp. or la. In the
earlier part of the text there occurs more
than once a special symbol of which the
significance is not clear; perhaps it is
meant for the guidance of the printer,
though it can hardly indicate the beginning
or end of paragraphs. At the conclusion of
the treatise El. terminates abruptly with
the word rj/uv, but a Latin note (' nam
cecilius aliter scribebat, wide 6. 7 ') implies
that SOKCI must be added to complete the
sense.

With regard to the history of the MS.
little is known. It owes its title of EHensis
to the fact that it was once in the possession
of John Moore (b. 1646, d. 1714), a Fellow

of Clare College, who was bishop successively
of Norwich and Ely. Moore's famous
library of manuscripts and books was
purchased by George the First, and by him
given to the University of Cambridge.
I see some reason to suppose that the Codex
Eliensis thus acquired may be identical with
that which since Langbaine's time has been
called Dudithianus or Junianus, but which
exists nobody seems to know where.
Andrew Dudith, the Hungarian divine, was
a friend of Robortello and Paul Manutius.
He had travelled in Italy, and was con-
versant with the Italian language. In the
year 1555 (the date of the publication of
Manutius' edition, that of Robortello having
appeared in the previous year) Dudith was
in England in the train of Cardinal Pole.
That he was interested in ' Longinus' to the
extent of completing a translation of his
work, we know from a passage in the
Preface (1571 A.D.) to his version of the
Be Thucyd. Histor. Indicium of Dionysius
of Halicarnassus. I t is possible that in
translating the Be SvMimitate he made use of
the codex subsequently called both by his
name and by that of the Patrick Young
(Junius) from whose hands it passed into
those of Langbaine.

W. RHYS ROBERTS.

MENANDER'S

SINCE Prof. Blass discovered that the six
fragments of the Menander papyrus edited
last year by Prof. Nicole, form only one
leaf, and that the 87 lines or parts of lines
are therefore to be read continuously, there
is even less upon which to reconstruct the
plot of the play than there was in Prof.
Nicole's arrangement of the fragments. At
the same time, what there is is of course more
intelligible, and the foundation given more
secure. I venture to offer, not a recon-
struction, which would be folly, but a few
remarks on the situation, as it may be
gathered from the fragments themselves.
I give, in the first place, the situation as I
gathered it from reading the text of the
papyrus as edited by Messrs. Grenfell and
Hunt, and from the ' other known fragments
of the r«i>pyos,' printed at the end of their
edition. I purposely refrained from reading
their Note on the Dramatis Personae,
Translation, and Commentary, until after I
had arrived at the conclusions here offered :

»o. CYIJ. voi. xw.

a fact I mention merely because any slight
value that my remarks may have arises
solely from the fact that they are an in-
dependent corroboration of Messrs. Grenfell
and Hunt's view of the piece.

The young man who is speaking when
our papyrus fragment begins, and who may
be called, for brevity, the Lover, is the lover
of a girl (TTJV Koprjv 1. 30, rr)v TraiSo 1. 74), has
already seduced her (^SIK^KUS 1. 30, cp. Frag-
ments (2) (3) (4)), and would gladly marry
her, as is evident from his desire to escape
the ya/tos arranged for him by his father
(11. 5-21) : but though she is free-born
(Fragm. (5) icoprp eXev0«pas), her family is
poor (Fragm. (2) TTJV v/xerepav ireviav, where
fyiercpav implies at least two persons : cp.
Fragm. (3) [P.S. also 1. 80 TOV Svarvx^v : see
below]), and the Lover has not ventured to
tell his own father of the liaison (Fragm.
(5) : cp. the evident ignorance of the Lover's
father in arranging the yd/xos •for his son).
T) Kopr) has a brother, 6 fitipaKiaKos (1. 4 ;

A A


